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CHAPTER I 

IHTRODUCTION 

Any movement, whether It be an idea, theory, or phil-

osophy, did not spring out of a mind fully clothed, full 

grown or completely developed • It would be safe to assume 

that in tiie time of Solomon Hud long before, people had 

wished to fly as they watched the bird® soar and move about, 

sometimes nearly out of sight* While the above was true yet 

it was not until the gasoline engine was developed and hun-

dreds of changes made that Wilbur Wright rose off the ground' 

at Kitty Hawk* 

Thus in studying any philosophy we have to go baok to 

the beginning* We would look to Plato and Aristotle but as 

yet no thought seems to have been given to the idea of in-

dustrial arts as a part of a school curriculum* It is only 

when we read m e writings of Comenius that we begin to get 

an inkling of the idea that a change must be made in our 

ideas of educating the younger generation. f@ learn that all 

was not well with the methods used in the time of Oomenius, 

hence we find the beginning of a new type of education which 

at the present time is called "industrial arts,* and in the 

time of Gomenlus "manual training * * 
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fhus we find Struck making the following quotation! 

"Manual training as a form of public education was a. matter 

of slow growth* fh® underlying thought and philosophy date 

back to Coaenius, Bousseau, Pestalozzi, and Froebel • This 

statement Is taken from a well-known book which discusses 

the origins of industrial education* However, upon closer 

examination, on# finds a paucity of information concerning 

Mi® relationship of Comenlus to industrial arts within its 

©overs, It is th# purpose of this paper to establish a mora 

tenuous relationship by analyzing the philosophy ©f John 

imos Comenlus and by showing that much of the methods and 

philosophy of industrial arts today stem from this venerable 

philosopher • Sot only do the works ©f Coraenius have an 

historical and speculative significance, but also a present 

and practical one for the reforms which he advocated two and 

a half centuries ago are the commonplace talk of all school 

conventions• 

In his native land Comenlus was unknown for almost a 

hundred fifty years. Famous in his own day; enjoying the 

friendship of great scholars and confidence of royalty; the 

founder of numerous school systems; the author of more than 

a hundred books and treatises, which were translated into 

most of the languages of Europe and Asia — the nam® of fee 

great Moravian reformer was almost entirely forgotten and 

V . T. Struck, Foundations of Industrial Education, p. 32, 



M s writings practically unknown for more than a century after 

his death# le was a symbol of that chapter In Bohemian Ms* 

tory whieh the Haps burg® tried to depict as a period of de-

cline . Only email groups of Protestants, hiding in the 

mountain*, preserved copies of M s books in the Czech lan-

guage* Prom these sources information began to accumulate • 

In modem times M s tor lane of education have revived interest 

in hi# life and work. It lias been for the twentieth century* 

however* to realize, in considerable measure, the aims and • 

aspirations of the far-reaching reforms of the Moravian bishop• 

The eauses of this universal neglect are not easily ex-

plained* That he lived most of M s days in exile; that he 

belonged to ft religious commmity which was numerically in-

significant and which suffered all the bitter persecutions 

that followed in the train of the TMrty Years1 Warj that 

indiscretion entangled M m in certain alleged prophetic rev-

elations, whioh subsequently turned out to be fraudulent! 

and, more important, that the schoolmasters did not wish to 

be disturbed by a nan with new ideas — these facte help to 

explain the vacuity into which M s name and writings fell* 

The thought of any age determines the education of the 

age wMch is to follow. Education follows, it does not lead* 

Thus, in spite of the neglect into whieh the reforms of 

Comenius fell, M s influence has been lasting because his 

work was oonstruetlve and hie reforms far-reaching• ffe# men 



of the H©formation began the work of emancipating the iBasses* 

both politically and mentally, but It was Comenlua and tb# 

spirit that he aroused to forward it, to methodise lt» and 

to make popular education a living foree in the fcrowth of 

Suropean society. Although he did not establish the direc-

tion of modem education, Steiroe say® it was he who deter-
o 

sined its ultimate extent# 

Statement of the Problem 

This study was made to determine the contributions of 

Gomenius to the' field of education and to analyze specifically 

his work in this field which would indicate that his philos-

ophy contained concepts for Indus trial arts which are appli-

cable today* 

Definition of Terms Used 

Industrial arts in this study will refer to a definite 

phase of general education designed to promote self*dlscov©ry 

by the pupil, of his own capacities, and aptitudes, which 

lead to basic industrial skills, leisure.time pursuits, and 

a better hctet© life. 

General education m used in this problem will mean 

that type of education which is broad and flexible, and which 

enables individuals to make .easier and more efficient 

1 ' . 
J. P. Munroe, She Educational Ideal, p» 229, 



adjustments to til# problem of life. It provides, there-

fore 9 training in the practical arts, as well at in the arts 

and a ciences * 

Pansophy, or encyclopedia*, demotes the concept of a 

pretension to universal wisdom or knowledge * 

Source of Data 

The date used in. this study were obtained from books, 
P ¥ 

pamphlets, periodicals , and bulletin® on topics concerned 

with general education and with th* life, work, and phil-

osophy of John iaaos Comenlus, 

Treatment of Data 

This study is presented In six chapters. Si# first 

chapter gives and introduction to the problem, the state-

ment of the problem, the definition of terms, source of 

data, treatment of data, and related studies* 

Chapter IX is a presentation of the life of Coaenius--

his birth and education, his role «# a toaeher and bishop^ 

his place as an educational reformer, M s later life, and 

the Influence of other men upon his life* 

Chapter III Is a discussion of his educational system 

and his writings »«- M s philosophy of encyclopedia®! the 

textbooks which he wrote and th» way in which they were In-

tended for use) tine Or eat Didactic — itei> purpose for ed-
W" ;'V 

ucation, its system for education, its method for education, 

and a sumary* 
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Chapter If determines the background for an analysis 

of the contributions of Comeniua by presenting definition® 

of philosophy, definitions of ©duration, development of the 

concept of industrial arts, definitions of industrial arts, 

objectives for industrial arts* world conditions during 

C<»oni«s, life, and a sussaary# 

Chapter V presents an analysis of the philosophy of 

Comenius and attempts to correlate it to the present day 

philosophy of industrial arts. 

Chapter VI la a sumaary of the contributions of Comenius, 

Belated Studies 

A s w 9 | of the available literature failed to reveal 

any studies concerning Comenlus * philosophy with reference 

to industrial arts• The material dlseussed primarily the 

influence that Comenifcs has had on general education. 



CHAPTER II 

LIFE OF COHENIUS 

John Amos Comanius waa bora on th# 28th of Btaroh# 1690# 

in, Moravia and died m the 16th of H<we«b«r* 16*0# In i®*» 

aterdaa. Be waa of humble parentage and by religious in-

heritance was a devoted adherent of th© Protestant aaet 

oalled Moravian are them.'*" Inaaiauch aa ha owed his ria@ 

to prominence aolely to education. It ia eapeoially appro-

priate that soma account b© given of M a own edueatiaa and 

life and hia efforts in behalf of education# 

Comenius1 parents died while ha waa a till a child, Mid 

h# waa turned over to guardians • Thar® ®mm& to hat# been 

a little money left, but it waa aoon dissipated, and ha 

received only th© limited amount of inafcruotion which was 

to be obtained in one of the eleaantary school* • fhia ©on-
* & 

fitted of reading, writing, the bars essentials of arithmetic, 

and a knowledge of the Catechism# He reached sixteen years 

of age before he began to study latin — at that tima a till 

tiie indiapenaable instrument of all literature, and of Inter-

national eoauminlcatlon among sehol&rs• fhe most reasonable 

explanation tm thia ia that he waa a child of • slow growth, 

X 
P• P» QravM# great iSducatora of Centuries.» p. 27. 

V'„ <"> 

• ̂  * 'Hv ,| 

If 
"i"J 

t '7 
-• : ' , i 
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fo r the community of which he was an orphan had to provide 

pas tors fo r the i r own instruct ion* J h i i necess i ty , Inde-

pendently of any other considerations, would have led to the 

fos te r ing of any boyish amibitions shown toy the young Coraenius 

teprie suggests tha t th i s may have hud two advantages: (1) 

time to absorb slowly and surely the teachings of the Mo-

ravians # and (2) age enough to have ins igh t into the de-

f ec t i ve educational methods of which he was & viet inu* 

After a year or more spent in t r ave l , during which he 

resided a t Amsterdam and studied in Heidelberg, he returned 

to h i s nat ive Moravia in 16X4# Being now twenty-two years 

of age, and s t i l l too young for the ministry, he was ap-

pointed fieetor of the Moravian school a t Prerau, where he 

endeavored to introduce iiaproved methods of ins t ruc t ion and 

a more humane discipl ine« He went on to become the Rector 

a t Fulnek, and enjoyed two or three years of happiness and 

tranqtuili ty — the only ones he was to know* With the 

eruption of tfae Shir ty Years1 War, Mora,vim was in.md®d mad* 

a» a Protes tant , Comenius was robbed of a l l he possessed 

and was forced to f l e e . After a year of' wandering h i s wife 

and child died, the seeond of a ser ies of tragedies which 

plagued his l i f e . ^ 

'"' t ' 1 : "'""r,vr;' " 'J'"' 1 

S. S • Laurie, John ABO®, Gomeniua. Bis Life and Idu-
oational ViTorKSt p . 40, 

« 
P» R. Col®, -Elstoyy of Idttg^tional Thought. p . 217. 
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Upon the death of the head of the Moravian Church, 

Cemenius became Senior Bishop, Shear* was now entrusted to 

M s ear® all the exiles ©f hi# faith* and Odlojsllik says 

that it would be difficult to understand Comenius1 schemes 

and activities without a knowledge of his relation to this 

group of exile* from Bohemia and Moravia and of his partici-

pation in Mi® struggle for Bohemian Independence In later 

years his widespread reputation enabled hla to find positions 

for many of them in all Protestant countries. 

After Fulnek, tha naxt six years ware «p«nt in wander-

ing, hiding, and conducting hla Ministerial office# in 

secret. With the final edict of dispersion, he waa driven 

into Poland. When he finally settled in Mat a and began to 

teach Latin to support himself f he became inspired by the 

difficulties of teaching and filled with an unflagging seal 

for the improvement ©f /education# In the fresh enthuiasm 

of this he wrote the Great Didactic in which he explained 

his ideas in their first purity# In later years they be-

came confused and soraewhat mystical# Her©»too, he began 

to produce the textbooks whioh were destined to bring him 

great fame — fee first of which was the Janua reserat* 

& noteworthy si ©man t of hla work as an educational re-

former at Lissa consisted in a careful grading of the schools, 

- . " 1 

Otakar Odlozllik, Jan Amos Komansky, p. &• 

P. Ifuaroe, ©£. clt«. p* 73# 
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and tii© formulation of a course of study for the successive 

grades* the principal feature in this schematieation of 

school work was that each grade should pave the way for th© 

on© next higher — the elements of all subjects of study be-

ing comparatively simple, and gradually introduced and elab-

orated from grad© to grade • In the opinion of Monro©, thasa 

roforas' war® not only far-reaching and revolutionary, but. 

th©y mad© possible the modern graded school#® 

law# of his reforms spread, and on th© Mala of hit 

reputation he received a call to Transylvania to reform th# 

spools there* At Saros-Patak h# began a model school and 

wrote a textbook to fill a need which ho f#lt had bmn or®-
* 

a ted. This textbook was the OrMi plctus. the first chil-

dren's picture book and the most well-known of all his text-

books 

In 1638 Owaeaiiia received an offer from the government 

of Sweden to ©CM® there and draw up a scheme for the manage-

ment of the schools of that countryj and a few years after-

ward h# was invited to join the commission that the Saglish 

farliament then intended to appoint, in order to reform 

their system of education* He visited K&gland in 1641, but 

the disturbed state of politics prevented the appointment 

n 
W» S « Monro®, Comenlua and th® Bejd.imin.ag of ®du-

catlonal Reform» p* 48# 

f 
R* H* Quick, Essays on Educational Reformers, p. 91. 
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of Mi© commission, and Comenius went to Sweden in August* 

1648* Si® ©peat Swedish minister, Oxenstjerna, obtained a 

pension for him, and a commission to furnish & plan for reg-

ulating the Swedish schools according to his own method* 

Devoting himself to the elaboration of his plan* Comenius 

went first to ffiLbing, and then to Lis® a. Betrayed by a 

local magnate soon after his arrival, Goraenius again'had to 

flee for his life, and in so doing lost all of his manuscripts• 

After some wanderings and considerable distress he was res-

cued by a wealthy Dutch merchant who brought him to Amsterdam. 

Little is known of his later years except that he continued 

writing even though his thought was- apparently deflected from 

normal channels by prophecies and belief in miracles# Year# 

of suffering had taken its toll, and the lofty vision of the 

golden age comforted him in the gloom and desperation of his 
8 

old age until death cam® at the age of seventy*#!ght>« 

fh@ character of fee twentieth and last Senior Bishop 

of the Brethern in Bohemia is important• The description 
which Behham gives is as lucid as any to be found t 

In the person of Comenius there was a oat© thing 
truly patriarchal f a high moral - dignity, an un-
paralleled simplicity of manner, a constant readi-
ness to serve, and a purified heart full ofQsya» 
pathy with those in misery and destitution#** 

®§, S# I*ul?ie, 0£, clt.. p. 55. 
9 
<T» A. Coanenius, The School of Infancy, edited by 

Benham, p. 5. 
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CHAPTER III 

2DUCATI0HAL WRITINGS M B WORKS 

Christian p&nsophy is the condensation and systemati-

zation of all knowledge Into on# body of science, and the 

viewa which Ccraeniua entertained on tfee subject intereeted 

M s contemporaries almost m much as his views on school re-

form. A® outlined is the Great Didactic, it represented 

the chief aim and deals'® of the Moravian reformerfs life* 

The line of reasoning which h® followed was that education 

of title proper type wight renew the kingdom of God upon 

earth and that eventually all the Protestant states of 

Europe would amalgamate# This idealistic purpose permeated 

all the writings of Comenlus and tinged them with a glowing 

1 

fervor which added much to hie contemporary influence • 

World condition*, however, diverted the attention of am away 

from theoretical concept# to more practical matters and the 

plans of Comeniua never came to full fruition. 

Textbook* 
\ 

While teaching Latin at Liaea Comeniue wrote a text* 

book simultaneously with the Great Rtdaotle which aet with 

iwaediate and enormous success although he regarded it aa 

1 
P# R • Oole, op• cit«f p• 219• 

U 
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2 
an insignificant part of M s work# It appeared in Lissa 

with the title of <Fanua Mnawarua resgrata which mmm gatqs 

of fosaguftg tfalocked end Opened, The Janua was intended a® 

an introduction to the study of Latin and was based on the 

principle that the understanding and the language should 

advance in parallel linesj that in the study of languages 

mechanical memorising of words should be replaced by teach-

ing words through things*^ 

Printed in the office of the Br*thorn at Lissa., it bad 

a very extensive circulation, by which means the name and 

reputation of its author became known throughout laany countries, 

but • especially in the Protestant states of the north of Surope* 

and it brought his writings into such repv.te that thereafter 

they were eagerly sought** 

On the title page of the first edition of the Jarma 

Comenius wrote a sentence which he had found in the preface 

to Bacon ra Novum Organum and used it as a motto • Thus he 

acknowledged his indebtedness to the English thinker and pre-

sented his work as a continuation of the latter's effort to 

advance learning 
0 
<?# W# Bardeen, "The Textbook® of Comenius." Educational 

Review, Vol. Ill (March, 1898), p. 226• 
Z ' ' • 
J* A* Comenius, School of. Infancy# edited by Monroe, p# 39# 

4 
Ibid•, p• 41• 

6 
Otakar Odlozilik, Jan /tiaos Komenaky. p. 7. 
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In subject matter, the Janua embraces the fundamental 

features of all the scienees and arts * There are a hundred 

chapter headings, The topics treated cover a vast scop© •*«•> 

from the origin of the world to the mind and its faculties. 

Each chapter is to be road ten times, each successive read-

ing having a different purpose. Monro® gives the following 

account of the contents: first chapter - introduction; 

second chapter - creation of the world; third chapter -

el omenta} fourth chapter - firmament { fifth to thirteenth 

chapter® inclusive » fire, meteors, water, earth, stones, 

isetala, treas, fruits, and herb#; fourteenth to eighteenth 

chapters - animals; nineteenth to thirtieth chapters - man; 

thirty-first to fortieth chapters - mechanic arts; forty-

first to sixty-second chaptars - house and its parts, marriage, 

the family, civic and state economy; sixty-third to seventy-

fifth chapters - gracinar, dialectics, rhetoric, arithmetic, 

geometry, and the other branches of knowledge, describing 

briefly what they are; sevdnty-sixth through ninety-third 

chapters - ethics; ninety-fourth to ninety-ninth chapters -

games, death, burial, and the providence of God and the angels; 

ninety-ninth chapter - end of the world; and lastly - some 

farewell advice.6 

In this resourceful manner Coiaenius applied M s long-

cherished pansophie theories to language teaching, the Janua 

®W* S * Monro®, op. clt.« W9* 
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being an application of Ideas formulated in the Or oat Didactio« 

HowiwTf it was more than an application of pansophie notion# ** 

it was an attempt to bring into concrete existence M s oft** 

enunciated educational maxim that words and thing* should 

m t w be divorced# 

Veatibulum 

. flhlla directing an experimental school at 3aros-Patek, 

Comenius discovered that the Janua vas too difficult for the 

young learner©* In order to meet his own needs, fee wrote and 

published a Latin primer called the Vestlbuluai which contained 

abbreviated sentences and dealt with simple things• He would 

have desired pictures for it, but no artist would be found 

to do the work, so he urged the teachers using it to supply 

objects to illustrate it» As Comenius himself said, "The : 

parallelism of the knowledge of words and things is the 

deepest secret of the method."® 

®rM# pletua 

During his sojourn at Saroa-Patek he eventually carried 

into effect the desires he set forth in the Vestibulum with 

reference to an illustrated child's first Latin reader. The 

Orbla pletua. or World Pictured, was first published it 

Nuremberg in 1657j and although the Jazma had been received 

?lbld., PP» 127-28. 

8 
Ibid.» p. ISO. 
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with, almost ml-tarsal favor, Its popularity was surpassed by 

this book. It was intended as an introduction to the Jama 

and the principles of its construction are fee same as those 

of the Janua with the addition of illustrations from copper 
a 

end wood cut# * It had a very large sale and went into many 

editions# Prefixed to it was. a picture alphabet# "Apart 

from the Orbis. pletua of Jmos Comenius , n wrote Goethe, B&© 

book of this kind found its way into our hands 

A» in J a m , the subjects treated in the Orbit ,p lotus 

ranged from Alpha to Omega . Conforming to the standard of 

all previous work, Comenius indicated that its essential pur-

pose was to teach the vernacular through things and represen-

tation of things* It was his belief that everyday objects, 

sights, and occupations of the child had an educative in-

fluence which, it was the teacher'1 s duty to employ in his own 

particular task. Since the child must learn to read and 

speak Latin, the simplest way to do it, and at the same time 

furniah him with the educationally essential knowledge of 

M s surroundings, would be to compile a number of sentences 

in Latin and the vernacular. The grammar exercises Sould 

be taken from these sentences, while their diction and sub-

ject siatter would provide information of the necessary kind 

and give the pupil facility in speaking conversational Latin* 

§ ' 
L* ?• Brackett, History and Progress of Education> fU 310, 

10 
1# W# .Keating#, (quoting Goethe} .The Or eat Didactic of 

«yohn Amos Comaniua, p, 240. 
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The distinctive feature of the Or bis pi®tail, of course, was 

the presence of soma three hundred pictures, which actually 

made it a picture encyclopedia in both Latin and the ver-

nacular 

Great Di<Sactio 

The achievement which entitles Comonius to ©. high place 

in the history of educational opinion Is the composition of 

the Great Didactic • First written when Its author was Hector 

of a Moravian school in Liasa and under forty years of age, 

it contains all those principles which make Comenius* ideas 

worthy of attention today« It wes intended primarily for 

Czech educators upon whose shoulders the new organization of 

schools was to rest after the liberation of Bohemia and Mo-

ravia, and linked Conenluaf work in hi* native land with his 

activities in exile.*2 

Stimulated by the difficulties of teaching, Comenius 

said, "To instruct youth well is not to cram tha® with a 

mish-m&sh of words, phrases, sentences, and opinions, gathered 

from reading various authors, but to open their understand-

ings to the things themselves To this end he dedicated 

MsaseXf and his efforts were, culminated in the subsequent 

publication of the Great 

11 
3» S» Laurie, John Araos Comenius, Hie Life and Educational 

Works. p. 70, 

0. Odlosilik, oj>. clt., p» 10. 

3-%# Raumer, "John Amos Coaaeniua." Journal of Education. 
Vol. V {June, 1868), p. 871. * ' 
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fh® opening chapters of the Great Mdaetie disclose the 

author's conception of human tmfeure, the essential character 

of education, Its universal necessity, and the cones®qx\&nk 

obligation of the state with reference to it# Monroe has 

abridged these chapters in thin manner i 

Man must be taught, since he is bom only 
with aptitudes • . . . Education is necessary 
for all classes of society . • • • The time for 
education is in early youth . . . . Private 
education is not desirable • • . . School train-
ing is necessary for all the children of all 
grades of society for the laboring classes are 
expected to be citizens . , • . Sot only should 
education be coimaon to all classes of society, 
but the subjects of instruction should be com-
mon to the whole rang© of knowledge * . . « 
Girls should fee educated as well as boys • « • • 
The best Intellects are ruined by unsympathetic 
and unpedagogic methods#** 

Comenius states that man's natural tendencies are to 

lead a social life, to get knowledge and to refer himself 

and all else to Godj fee process of education wakes these 

actual and effective. Human beings, simply be virtue of 

being such, should benefit by education — rank and sex be* 

ing no barrier• His protests against the neglect to instruct 

girls, to educate the poor and those of unpretentious intel-

lectual powers are most notable whan compared with the em* 

won opinion of the day.*5 

14 ^ ^ 
*• S» Monroe, OJJ. cit., pp# 86-89, 

15 
J. W* Adamson, Pioneers of Modern Education, pp. 58-59, 
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Comenius fait that the atat® bad an obligation In the 

matter of education toward everyone of its members, and 

pointed out how this obligation could be discharged by in-

stituting a system of schools, attendance at which would ba 

universal and compulsory in the elementary stage, whila tha 

higher education would ba available for those most likely to 

profit from it* If ability, knowledge* and circumstances 

would allow, ha would continue the period of formal education 

up to the aga of twenty-four j in no case would h# have it 

terminate before twelve years of age because ha believed 

earnestly that education would reform the race* la proposed 

a curriculum arranged concentrically} that is, the same 

branches of knowledge were to be studied in each of the four 

periods into which tha twenty-four edueable years were di-

vided, tha differences being those which the varying stages 

©f mental development in the pupil made Inevitable.^® 

For the purpose outlined above Comenius proposed a 

system, of education which stipulated four grades of schools*— 

the infant or mother school, the veraaoular school, tha Latin 

school, and tha university# It is thii scheme which th® 

Great Didactic sets forth next, clearly foreshadowing tha 

modern fourfold division of education into kindergarten, ele-

mentary, secondary schools, and colleges or universities• 

1© 
Ibid., p. 61. 
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Fr©» birth to the age of six, the child p0e«iw hi® 

education at home in the domestic kindergarten which Coaenius 

sketched la the School of Infancy* la It he said that every 

fajaily should be such a school, and that mother# should b# 

furnished with a simple handbook and a book ©f pioturea whieh 
17 

should be very complete. 

The infant school is to lay a foundation for all that 

tha child is to learn in later life • He is cognisant of the 

spontaneity ©f children at this age and suggests that they 

be supplied with constructive materials such as clay, wood, 

blocks, and stones* He also suggests that they do drawing 

and writing exercises Other things which are to be in-

cluded in the course of study Include simple lessons in ob-

jects, stones, plants, animals, names and uses of members of 

his body, distinguishing light and darkness and colors, the 

geography of the cradle, fee room, the farm, the street, and 

the field) training in moderation, purity, obedience, and in 
1Q 

saying the Lord's prayer• 

Vernacular School 

From the age of six to twelve children are to attend 

the publle Vernacular schools, of which there should be at 

least one in every average-sized town, the Vernacular 

It 
Ibid. 

'1H 
Comenius, School of Infancy# edited by Denham, p» 40* 

19 Comenius, School of Infancy, edited by Monroe, p. ix» 
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school la the common school j thore all are to pro©e@d 

through the common minimum curriculum which he thought 

Education drnmnm, and froiri which all Advanced studies 

spring# At any rate, claw distinction was not to b® fostered, 

for it would be impossible to tall whathar a hoy if batter 

suited to manual labor or a profa®aion at th# aarly ag# of 

six,®0 

This school ia a school of tha mother tongue« Hara tha 

child la taught to read? to write wall} to reokon as far as 

ordinary U f a will requiref to measure$ to sing common m#l*» 

odiaa by rotaj tha catechismf tha Biblef and a v w y general 

knowledge of history which included th® reading of news* 

papers « 

fhere was one other area of training which la of specific 

Intereat to tha writer. It is referred to by Monroe as "a 

knowledge of tha trades and occupations,by Browning as 

wthe principal handicraft#,*m by Quick as "general knowledge 

of tha arts and handicrafts,"8* and by Wilds a® "the manual 

and industrial arte activities.1*26 Since Coaanlus had al-

ready indicated that each class of the Vernacular school 

m . "" • — — -

c t i o ^ i £22221*., lia ii£a sat S3a-

ft 
^ Comeniua, Scfef,̂ . of Infancy, edited by W, S, Monro®, p, *, 

25(5• Browning, Educational theories. p, 67. 
' ** 

R. H. Quick, ££. pit,, p. 119. 

m 1 . H. Wilds, o£, P, 341. 
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was to have its proper lesson book written, expressly for it» 

does this not reveal that he is the precursor ©f the modern 

advoeat©® of induetrial arts in the general education cur-

riculum? 

Slils school course Included certain striking novelties 

which are indicated above* Other innovations are mentioned 

by Adams on when he says# ®fh© pupils of f&i# very modern el-

ementary sohool are to be taught in six classes, that is, 

they pas# through a class each yearf and as far as possible* 

each class should be so separated from the rest that mutual 

interference is prevented 

Provision is made for four lessons daily, two in the 

morning and two in the afternoon • The remaining hours of 

the day were to be spent in domestic work or in some form of 

recreation# The morning hours in school were devoted to 

such studies as would train the intellect; the afternoons 

to such as give manual skill* 

fee soop® and aim of the Vernacular sohool is stated 

in the form of an answer to those who believe that such schools 

are for girls and those boy* who will go into the ranks of 

labor# Linked with this idea is the one that the Latin sohool 

is the proper plaes originally for ttiose who are going into 

tfa© professions* Comenius aays s 

It is evident that tfcis view is opposed to 
all the principles which have been laid down* -

INS * 
J * Jyliiiiiti® £ clt»t p* 64 * 
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If it be that our duty is to instruct all human 
beings la til those thing* which have to do with 
human affairs, they must all go through the same 
course as long as they hold together# de» 
tire to instruct all alike in moralities, and 
alio to proaote mutual servlceableness , and we 
should remove everything which ©an foster the 
disposition to appraise oneself too highly, and 
to look down upon o tiiers ,2' 

Paul Hanus, after discussing this curriculum which 

Oemenlus originated, said! 

ThinJc of such a curriculum planned more than 
two and a half centuries ago I The school is to 
train the pupil in the sciences and arts, to re-
fine and perfect his speech, to assist him in 
discovering and developing M s powers of body and 
mind, and to shape and dignify his character# 
What els® have moderns in mind when they speak 
of "enriching*1 the curriculum?88 • 

the Latin School 

The Latin school, occupying the years from twelve to 

eighteen, offers Latin, Greek, and Hebrew• Physic© must 

be studied before abstract mathematics, because it would be 

easier for beginners since it appeals to the senses* Ethics, 

dialectics, and rhetoric are also Included in the course of 

study* Physics Include Medicine, Agriculture, and the Me-

chanical Arts, practically applied* As can be seen, the 

Latin school endeavored to give a more thorough training 

87 
S» S, Laurie, ffotan Amos Coaenius« His Life and Edu-

cational Works, pp. liW-3lu " w w 

28 
P. Hanus, "fhe Permanent Influence of Comenlua,** 

eatlonal Review, Vol. Ill (March, 1892), p, 227. 
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to those who were the potential and future leaders la 
'29 

Church, in School, and in Stmt®. 

The children who show aptitude for learning, though 

their parents are poor, are not to be refused admission to 

the latin 3ehool on that ground. Comenius does • not say so, 

but he seems to he contemplating some scheme of scholarships, 

by which poor but eapable student* may continue their edm* 

oation. Much of his plan is impractical and many of his ex* 

pressiona pointless unless we assume a scholarship scheme 

of aone sort* School education la closed at eighteen by a 

public examination whose purpose is to discover who should 

go to tbe University and who to occupations that do not de-

mand the highest education#50 

fhe Latin school is the weak point of Comenius * school 

system, since it aims at the Impossible combination of the 

old and the new* Such a combination could not be carried to 

its logical conclusion in six years of study unless a aere 
STL 

smattering of everything was considered sufficient. 

fact that his curricula suffer from the obvious defect of 

including too much should not obscure the excellent principle 

on which it is based. 

29 
J. Adaoson, OP. olt.. p. 68. 

4t <» 

S. S. laurie. John Aaos Comenius, His Life and Edm* 
catlonal Works, 

SI -
M* Keatinge, o£. clt.. p. 222. v,;V 
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Application of Method to Art# 

Comenlus is fin® Great Didactic set down a series of 

canons with, reference to method as it applied to the arts • 

The writer will quote & major portion of the translation as 

found in Keating®, for it has distinct suggestlveness for 

the student of industrial arts J 

Artisans do not detain their apprentloes with 
theories, but set them to practical work at an 
early age; thus they learn to forge by forging, to 
oarve by carving, to paint by painting, and to 
dance by dancing* In schools, therefore, let the 
students learn to write by writing, to -talk by 
talking, to sing by singing, and to reason by reason-
ing* in this way schools will becoiae workshops 
ming with work, .and students whose effort* prove 
successful will experience the truth of the proverb; 
"We give form to ourselves and to our materials at 
the same 

A definite model of that which has to be satde 
Riust always be provided. This the student should 
first examine, and then imitate, as though he were 
following in the footsteps of a guide* For he who 
neither knows what has to be done nor how to do it, 
is tumble to produce anything of himself, but must 
have a model placed before him* Indeed it is sheer 
eruelty to for®# anyone to do what you wish while 
he is Ignorant of what your wishes ares to demand, 
that is to say. that he form straight lines, right 
angles, or perfect elreles, unless you first give 
him a ruler, a square, and a pair of eorapasses, and 
explain their use to him# Further, great ear® 
should be taken to provide in the sehoolrooa for-
mula© for or models ©f everything that has to be 
made, and these, whether drawings or diagrams, or 
rules and models, should be correct, definite# 
and simplej easy both to understand and to imitate* 

fh@ use of im truments should be shown In 
praetlee and not by wordsf that is to say, by ex-
ample rather than by precept. Mechanics/ do not 
begin by drunmlng rules into their appreetlees * 
Shay take them into the workshop and bid them 
look at the work that has been produced, and then, 
when they wish to Imitate it, they place tools In 
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their hand*, and show them how they should be 
held and used. Then, if they make mistake*, 
they give them ad vie© and correet the®, often 
mora by example than by mere word*, and as the 
fact* show, the novice® easily succeed 1» th«ir 
imitation* 

Practice should commence wife the rudiments 
and hot with ambitions works * A carpenter does 
not begin by teaching hi* apprentice to build 
turret*, but first show* him how to hold the axe, 
to out down trees, to shape plank®* to bore holes$ 
and to fasten beams together* 

Beginners should at first practice an m mm** 
terial that is familiar to them# Students should 
not be overburdened with Matters' that are unsuit-
able to their age, eoiapr©h©nsion» and present c®t*» 
dition, sine® otherwise ttiey will spend their tise 
in 'wrestling with shadows. 

Jit'first the prescribed form should be imi-
tated with exactness. Later m more freedom may 
be allowed. A form will be expressed with more 
exactness in proportion as car® is takm to malt© 
it resemble the original • • • « 

3Kb© models of the objects that have to be pro* 
due#d imust be as perfset us possible, s© if he 
exercises himself sufficiently in imitating than 
it will be possible for hi» to become perfect in 
his art. It is impossible to draw straight lines 
with a curved ruler, and in the saws way a good 
copy cannot b# mad© from a bad model# Great care 
should be taken therefor® that models be prepared 
of everything that is to be done in school, and 
that these be exact, simple, and easy to imitate. 

very clear, self-evident and absolutely correct. 
fhe first attempt at imitation should be as 

accurate as possible, that not smallest &evi« 
at ion from the model be made, fhat is to say# 
as far as is possible* For whatever coses first 
is, as it were, the foundation of that which fol-
lows* If tiie foundation be firs, a solid edifice 
can be constructed upon it, but if it be weak 
this is impossible* All haste should be avoided, 
lest we proceed to advanced work before the ele-
mentary stages have been mastered . . . . 

Krrors must be corrected by the master on 
the spotj but precepts, that ia to say rules, and 
the exceptions to the rules, must be given at the 
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same time. The less obvious points of the modal 
Should be claarly explained. and it should be 
made evident how - trie operation ahould begin, what 
it should aim at, and how that ai» can be realised. 
Reasons should also be given for each rule# In 
this way a thorough knowledge of the art, and the 
confidence and exactness in iaitating, will be at-
tained • But these rules should be as short and as 
simple as possible, sine® wo do not want to grow 
gray while acquiring them* When ©net auM taped 
they should b# of perpetual use, ©von when laid 
aside, and though they afterwards «r# discarded, 
the advantage derived from them reoatns . 

The perfect teaching of-art is based ©a a m -
thesis and analysis. In this relation synthesis 
is more iaqportant. The following points will 
emphasise this j we should commence with what is 
easy, and our own efforts are easier to under-
stand than those of other peoplej the difficulty 
of not under® tending what he sees would be re* 
wovod if he began by practising on his own at-
temps, which are void of artifice * The chief 
thing aimed at ahould be given the chief place 
in practice, and our real aim is to accustom the 
student of art to produce original work, and not 
merely copy what is placed before M m * 

For all this, the accurate analysis of the 
work of others oust not be neglected* It is only 
by continually traversing it that we get to know 
a road, its bypath®, and its cross-roads* 

It is our wish then that in each art eomplet# 
and exact models or examples of everything that 
can be produced in that art be supplied to the 
student. Precepts also and rules should be given 
him to carry out the processes, to guide his ef-
forts at imitation, to show him how to avoid wak-
ing faults, and to correct them when made. Then 
other and different models should bo given him, • 
and these ho should learn to classify and com-
pare with the models that he has already used, 
and by copying a model that is like on# previously 
used to produce work that resembles the original# 
After this, the finished works of other artists 
may be examined and as&lyEed in accordance with 
the models and rules that are steady familiar • 

These exercises Bust b® continued until 
artistic production becomes second nature. For 
it is practice, and nothing else, that produces 
an artist.*® 

$2 
'* , pp. 806-50. 
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X» sum th© essential thing in the Great Didactic is its 

absolutely modem outlook, Comenius foresaw the general di-

rection which, progress in education was das timed to take, 

and did his beet to hasten it* The curriowluw devised by 

Comenius is not uncommonly literary, nor scientific, but la 

typical of human experience as a whole* Cole puts it aost 

succiently when he says t 

the Great Didactic. Comenius gave' to the 
world the most elaborate,and at the same time 
the soundest system of general method that has 
ever seen the light of publication. Strange to 
say, the nominal basis of the whole is fallacious * 
$fae argument is based ©ft natural analogies which 
are easily oveirthrown or confronted by counter-
analogies* It is evident, however, that if the 
normal basin of the method la natural, the real 
basis is team experience , * « » Had he said 
huaan nature, indeed, there would have been found 
few to disagree with him*55 

S3 
P. R* Cole, oj3* clt*. p. 220* 

\ 



CHAPTER IV 

MCKGROUED 

In order to evaluate the contributions of Coaenius to 

the principles or philosophy of education it is necessary 

to establish a. basis for th« statement* which follow. A 

rather indistinct line separates th© classifications of 

principle and philosophy# thus oaking it difficult to de-

termine when a statement of ft concept it on# that fall* 

definitely in one class ifioation or th# other* If such 

directional statements of policy are grouped together, one 

finds few practical drawbacks in hi® thinking about various • 

aspects of industrial arts and their development» Ehoreby 

the question as to just what degree of acceptance each has 

attained is the progressive development fro®.philosophy to 

prineipla is not raised# Bene©, in th© ensuing statements, 

the term philosophy will apply to that type of knowledge 

generally so designated, or to principle* 

Definitions of Philosophy 

Waat is philosophy? Some definition® of philosophy are, 

"the body of principles underlying a given branch of learn* 

ing," "practical wisdom that comes fro® knowledge of gen-

eral laws or principles•* Here the inference is plain that 

50 
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philosophy Is knowledge about principlaa» Others ha?# said, 

"Philosophy is at one® an organism of thought, a method- of 

blinking** "It is persistent effort tc think things through 

to a consistent whole,* "It is an attitude of mind toward 

knowledge experience *3 "It is & method *« a, method of ap-

proaching, of studying, of observing.*1 In popular current 

thought, philosophy also seems to induda the concept feat 

this knowledge about a systsKsatic body of general principles 

has littla implication as far as thair practical applications 

are concerned* Philosophy is the necessary first step in Si# 

never-ending evolutionary development which lifts xm to can-
9 

tinually higher levels. As long as tatasan experience accumu-

lates and new conditions of life and society are brought 

about, now experiences and a new philosophy will evolve • 

Further, fear© should be no conflict between science and 

philosophy in educational thinking. Philosophy precedes. 

Both avenues of progress are based on reflective thinking. 

Although Cksaenius was, above all things, a genuine representa-

tive of the evangelical spirit, h# was not afraid of science — 

far from it# He endeavored to unit© tte* 

Definitions of Education 

Tha conception that education involves something more 

than development and training of the mental powers, that it 

1 
S. A. Blackburn, in lecture • 

# 
3* F. Fri«a«, "Philosophy of Industrial Arts for Amer-

ican Education. * Industrial Arts and Vocational Education. 
Vol. XXIX (Janiary, 1940), pFTT-5: 
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embraces also the physical and the emotional, and that its 

processes require participation by the l«am«r in a variety 

of activities and experiences, is inherent in the writing® 

of the philosophers from tlie earliest tints 

today w@ exist in a world of science and machinery wher# 

it ia particularly essential that one should have more tftan 

book knowledge alone in order to appreciate what effect in-

vention* , scientific discoveries* and the machine age have 

upon our mode of life and our means of earning a livelihood* 

It haa been generally accepted that the purpose of education 

ia to teach all our children the culture of our country and 

to develop proper attitudes, appreciations , and aarkatable 

knowledge and skills ao that they may become good# self-

supporting citizensj however, it will not be remiss to re-

view sorae authoritive conceptiona of education* 

li« F* Jacks, -the mimnt English educator, s w up M s 

conception ©f education as fundamentally a preparation %hieh 

fita the whole man for his grand vacation as a member of 

society and a citizen of fee world • # . plan® must be laid 

for vigorous co-education of mind and body as juot inseparable 

unity in every stage of their devclopwent*** A philosophy 

of education which includes the concept of growth expressed 

' 3 ' 
Bawden and others* Industrial Arts in Modern Ida-

cation* p* 12* 
4 
l>» P* Jacks, Education of t3ae Ihele Man, pp* 04-87* 
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her* clearly implies something more coapr ehens i ve, nor at com-

plete, than the traditional schooling ©oasisting mainly of 

book subjects and abatract learning* 

Education la also considered as an integration of « -

p@rleness or adjustment to adult-life situations* This view 

is developed at length by Dewey, the following passag# be-

ing typical* 

Study of mental life has made evident the 
fundamental worth, of native tendencies to ex-
plore, to manipulate tools and a*terials, to-
eons trust . . . . Ihen exercises which are pro-
moted fey these instincts are a part of the 
regular school program, the whole pupil is en-
gaged, the artificial gap between life in soheol 
and out is redueed • * « • Aside from the fact' 
that active occupations represent things to dot 
not stAdies, their educational significance con-
sists in the fact that they m y typify social 
situations 

epoch-making document which presumably commands the 

approval of school administrators and teachers is the report 

of the Ccnsalttee on Sooial-JBeoneaaic Goals* The following 

sentences are taken from this report j 

$h® social and economic policies best designed 
to achieve these goals must be formulated and brought' 
within tfee understanding and acceptance of the people* 
This is the province of education * • . • the school# 
cannot progress intelligently with tills task • • » 
except a®' certain basic conditions are met* E&uca* • 
tion must be universal in its extent and application, 
in its materials and methods, and in its alms and 
spirit » * * * 

Education must be universal in its materials 
and methods • Our schools must provide for all 
types of capacities in all their individual vari-
ations • The tools and skills needed for abundant 

5John Dewey, Democracy and Education, pp* 828-29. 
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Hiring oust be multiplied far beyond fell# Three 
i*S that once suffioed* InduetIon Into m satis-
tying occupation demands school conditions that 
disclose and test personal powers and deficiencies 
• • • • School life mist; include the w i « t y of 
typical situation# found outside the school walls 

if its work is to be effective#6 

It is to be notad that several fundamental concepts of 

education having significance for industrial arts are esaph®,* 

sized in these quotations• It is especially worthy of note 

that industrial arts instruction, by contributing directly 

to education m growth of the individual,, as well as to edu-

cation as adjustment to adult-life situations, necessarily 

occupies an important place in any curriculum based ont a 

philosophy of education that seeks to ftarmonise these two 

concepts • 

Development of Industrial .Arts 

Some type of industrial arts has gone on in the world 

since the beginning of man; however, its greatest impetus 

steamed from the Industrial Revolution, During the early 

part of the nineteenth century, while P&sMlozzl was estab* 

lishing his "object method* of teaching, a great industrial 

revolution was going oil in Surope* "Mechanics institutes" 

and "industrial lyceums" began to flourish tinder philan-

thropic leadership, so great was the general need for more 

mechanical and scientific knowledge on the part of all 

6 ' 

Caaraittee on Social-Economic deals, "Desirable Social 
Economic floals for Ajaerie®," pp. 5-12. 
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potential workers * K»y were ©specially premlent in England 

ant America, aanrnl labor schools becoming eomon in the 

easternp&rt of the United States one hundred years *g»4 I» 

Franc# and Saglaiid during the nineteenth century the desire 

for scientific and industrial supremacy caused these countries 

to establish many teehso&cal schools 

As various countries gradually became aware of the gen-

eral publics need for technical information and training era-

Pp.©is shifted and such work was introduced m a part of the 

general ©duration, Home craft { Hus Sloyd) had long been 

th# vogue in Sweden* with splendid results no evident today* 

It was natural that Delia 7os, of Russia, at the Centennial 

Exposition in Philadelphia in 1876 should arouse the interest 

of American school people with hi# exhibit of objects and 

exerciser made in the Imperial Technical School of Moscow*® x • 

I early forty years ago Dewey stressed the fact that 

people learn through doing or activity. In this he but 

echoes the voices of Plato, Comenius, Bousaeau, Pestaloazi, 

and Proobel, iuriously .enough, Hardin says, that the in- , : 

dustrial arts derived much of its philosophy of method from : 

hi# philosophy as applied to the elementary school and 
g 

kindergarten» . In School and Society Dewey said that %© 

' U# S# Office of Sducation, Bulletin Ko« 34, p» 12 # 
S 
.Ibid» 
9 * * ' R« A» Hardin, "Our Evolving Philosophy . , .*,* Indus--

& & L M M 2S§ losatlonal Sducation, Vol* 3D0CIX (May, li&ff), p.180. 
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mast e©u<5@iir© of work in wood and metal,, ©f vcMudag* a#srl»gf 
1Q 

and cooking, m methods of lifej not as distinct studies • 

In another paragraph he sayst 

In educational terras, this means that these 
occupations in the school shall not be mer# 
practical devices or nodes of routine eioplo^ent, 
the gaining of better technical a kill as cooks, 
seaias tresses, or carpenters, bat active centers 
of insight into natural mat©rials and processes, 
points of departure whence children shall be lad 
into a realisation of the historical development 
of inan,,11 

»• 

Industrial art®, historically, has passed through two 

somewhat well-defined periods of professional growth and i» 

now in tha third. Tha first was named "manual training" by 

Hunkle in 1377 and tha enphaais was on hand skill, princi* 

pally in woodworking • Tha second period of development was 

named %anu«l arts* by Bennett in 1894, and the philosophy 

was extended to include the making of both useful and well~ 

designed, articles, still essentially by hand. The influence 

of industry brought about the third period* which was re* 

ferred to by Richards, Russell, Bonser, and othar as "Indus-

trial arts*11 Diversity of skills rather than specialization 

was accentuated in this newer concept# Boater's early defi-

nition, "Industrial .Arts is a study of the changes made by 

»an in the forms of materials to increase their value, and 

1 0 ' ' 
f. 3» Office of Education, quoting J» Dewey, Xndi 

tria.̂  Arts: Its Interpretation in Aaartoan Schools * p« 
11 
Ibid. 

A 
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of the problems of life related to theses change#,n was but 

a medarn Interpretation of the aims of general education* 

Definitions of Industrial Arts 

Although definition* are diverse, present day inter-

pretations of the terra "industrial arts* vary but little* 

A representa tive group will suffice to bear this out* Frieze 

has said? 

Industrial Arts is a varying but representa-
tive group of handcraft and Industrial machine ex-
peri encea offered so as to develop the needed 
general industrial knowledge of all boy® land in 
modified forra for girls) in the complex and 
changing oeeupatifflQal-economic-soeial-political 
order of America •JU5 

A very clearly expressed definition is the following* 

"Industrial Arts is a phase of general education that con-

cern# Itself with the material*, processes, and products 

of manufacture, and with the contribution of those engaged 

in industry*"*^ 

X*L» Byrn defines industrial arts w«s a part of the 

general-education program whose special function it is to 

provide experiences which will develop eartain traits, 

habits, and points of view which have bmn neglected altogether 

or merely touched upon in the other subjects 

, 12 ' 
I>» I« Ashley, quoting Bona®r, #Indi» trial Arts Edu-

cation* * Indus trim! Arts and Vocational Education*. Vol. 
x m p. i. ; ̂"""•̂  — 

^ J"* F* Friese, cit*. p* 8. 

' Si Office of iSducation, op» cit,. p» 1* 

- M. L* Bryn, "The Industrial Arts and Competent Adult-
hood," Unlversltar of Michigan fodletln. Vol, XV, p* 121, 
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In discussing the relation of industrial apt® to vo-

cational education, Maxirallllan Kcmm givee the following 

definition? 

Industrial Arts aim to provide the boys 
and girls with the opportunity to acquire an 
appreciation and underatanding of our funda-
mental industries and their relationship to 
our deiaocratic way" of life. It aims to provide 
experiences which will prepare the individual 
through his toio«rle%ea and skills, attitudes 
and accomplishments to be more useful as a member 
of hi* ho» and coRsmznlty, more appreciative and 
more intelligent aa a consumer, and more valuable 
as a citizen.*® 

Myers is of the opinion that the next twenty years will S 

produce a clear definition of tit© work and objectives of 

industrial arts education, and suggests that longthy expla-

nations foe abandoned in favor of charaeter is ti ca which are 

essential aarid 41stinguishing, As a way of .Introduction he 

propose Mi# following' as a start in the right directions 

Industrial arts is mm of the practical arts > i 
a form of non-vocational education# It haa for 
its purpose giving infcjnaatlcas about and experience < 
in the use of tools, materials and processes inci- ; 
dent generally to the horn© and the manufacturing 
tofeatry^^ ! 

Objectives for Industrial Art* 

Definitions are helpful in interpreting a philoaophy 

if they ar® expanded into a statement of objectives * Carl 

16la*lwillian "Relation of Industrial Arts Edu-
cation to Vocational Education,* High Points« p* 40 « 

W, L« Myers, "Mext SO Years in IA,* Indue trial Arta 
and ¥ocatlonal Education, Vol, XX, p* 317# 
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Sehurs has said that ideal# (or objectives} are like stum 

la that "you *111 not succeed, la touching them with your 

hand*, but like the seafaring man . . « you choose thera as 

your guide, and following then you reach your destiny 

Friese fulfills hit definition# of industrial arts by 

Hating the following objective#} 

1. Learning and developmental experiences 
in Industrial Art®* throixgh types of experience 
not otheswrise available, are essential in the 
complete social education of every boy in a 
deaalnantly industrial democracy. 

2. The Industrial Arts constitutes a group 
of social experience® which embrace the most 
fundamental procedure in educationj namely, 
through a combination of teeing, hearing, think-
ing, and doing# 

&+ Industrial Arts is a convenient and 
natuafcl agency for educational correlation, -

4» The vehicle of learning, the probl«a, 
Job or educational project is the physical ex-
pression of the pupil*® educative e^-erien©#® 
arid growth. 

§• Industrial Art® provides a ready avenue 
far eelf-expression for large numbers or persons 
who find many other avenues for suoh experiences 
closed* 

6» Industrial Arts is fundamentally and 
naturally child centered la its concepts and In 
Its practice of metfeods* subject natter, .and 
control .• 

Some phases of Industrial Arts are ap~ 
plicable to girls as well as boys*3.9 

Byrn contributes this further line of thoughts 

A careful examination of the objectives of 
general education and of those in the industrial 
arts suggests that there is no conflict in the 

It* Hunter, "A Philosophy of Industrial Arts Edu« 
cation," Industrial Afts and Vocational Education. Vol. 
XL, p* 317• 

19 
J. F. Friese, 0£» cit». pp* 2*5. 
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idem!* set forth, and that legitimate and de-
sirable objective® for general education are also 
legitimate and desirable for the industrial arts »80 

The objective# that should underlie the teaching of 

industrial art# which are advocated toy Koiaow to implement 

M s definition given, above ares 

1* To afford an opportunity to explore, de» 
velop, and evaluate special interests wMdb'aay 
serve to influence a pupil fe choice of further 
education# 

2, To acquire a basic laaoirledgs of the ma-
terials , tools, and the proceases of modem in-
duatry.' 

5# So acquaint pupils with occupational in-
form tion and the history of the uovelopment of 
industry* 

4, To develop intelligent consumer attitudes* 
5* To develop democratic living through shop 

environment and activities• 
6, To develop a ssaapathetic understanding of, 

and respect for, manual labor .*%• 

The ideals which. Hunter sets forth are» "We must begin 

with the natural interests of children • » « must eonaciously 

attempt to build a better eoeial order . . . must enable it 

to take place in an appropriate environment.0 

Summary 

As a background for determining just what contributions 

the teachings of Coraeniua have ©ad© to industrial arts,' it 

SO 
1. L. Bryn, oj>« cit,, p* 121, 

"̂Kaxiiaillian Komow, opf clt»t p. 42* 

02 
W, L« Hunter, op» clt.» p* 521. 
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wa» necessary to establish what the principle* or philosophy 

of Industrial arts is, what their relationship to general 

education is, and what the world situation during the Ufa 

off Oomenius was* Various concepts of philosophy and general 

education were given j the development of Industrial Arias was 

briefly traced* industrial arts definitions and objectives 

elaborated upon. this, bhm, has been the essential motive 

of the preceding chapter, and the ensuing one will endeavw 

to indicate specifically and analytically the similarity 

that exists between the philosophy of Comenius and the phil-

osophy of industrial arts today, and to point up the fact 

that Comenius was one of the vary -earliest to place bandt* 

eraf ts in the school curriculum* 

The Protestant Reformation which began early in the 

sixteenth century and was centered In Germany opened new 

educational peasibilities and revitalised teaching methods• 

Bew philosophies and new xaethds w@re sought out for the 

school®| these bore fruit in the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries 

She educational motive in the first Reformation age 

was partly literary and humanistic, but chiefly religious 

or theological; in the second Reformation age* to which 

Comenius belonged, the intense conflict of opinion between 

ss " • ' 1 ' : 

C. A* Bennett, History of Manual and Industrial Edu-
cation Up fo 1670. p. 50. •"':,ni r ' 
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the new and the old fRith — made keener by the reaction of 

the Jesuits — bad driven the Huaianiatie element to the wall, 

and the theological aim now almost wholly obacured the 

literary. As Laurie aptly put it, ?'The torch of reason, 

lighted in the schools half a century previously, was now 

darkened by the smoke of theological cententions and disas-

trous wars * G o m m i t m m e growing old when the close of 

this struggle, culminated in the Thirty Years' War, gave 

Europe peace, after liaving made a great part of it a desert* 

s. s* Laurie, J, A* £., His Life and S&uoatioaiil lferM» 
PP. ne-i20» 



CHAPTER ? 

XHFmam OF COMENIUS 

Philosophers throughout Mstory have argued convinc-

ingly for training in handwork. This is true because the 

idea of "Indus try tt is as old as civilization itself# 

Comenius v u one suoh philosopher* Although mechanical arts 
\ 

and handicrafts were included in his- school systeia®, M s 

doctrine bore little fruit as far as getting Industrial 

arts into the school curriculum was _ concerned, with the «*> 

§©pti6n of the teaching of drawing*^ 

£& the fge&t Bidfectlc Comenius advocated four doctrines 

concerning education that were new in his day'**- r«sp©nti» 

bility of toe state for education, universal education, co-

education, and a complete, rounded education* As the first 

important proponent of these principles, Comenius may he re-

garded as the father of the public school*^ it la t© the 

concept of general or rounded education that we turn first* 

?he seven cardinal principles and other more recent 

standards of attainment have to do with vocational guidance, 

general educational values, appreciation, use of leisure 

tiae# and others • Comenius said some things which sound a 

jg* cit*. p. 68* 

IMd*. p. 81* 
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groat like vocational guidance. Ho said (speaking 

of tli# kindergarten ag@), thorn be Ilk# ants* ©ontinn** 

ally occupied la doing soma thing, carrying, drawing , mn<* 

struoting and transporting * . . . Saey are delighted to 
* 

construct little houses, and to erect walls of clay, chips j 

wood# OF stone . • •*
s 

W# also find evidence center!#® ©Id that appreciation 

fonaed * part of the philosophy of handwork, Gosaenlua wrote 

concerning those of six to twelve years of ag#f "Ehey should 
* 

le&m the most important principles of Mechanical Arts, that 

boys may batter understand the affairs of ordinary life, 

and that opportunities to# thus given to find out their 

special aptitude®.'Hiia quotation implies appreciation 

and' use of leisure tlrae m well as vocational guidance. 

With the development of industrial arts 1» the past 

decade there is a recurrence of emphasis upon fee develop-

mental growth of pupils and their possible future a voca-

tional interest®$ with seme stress upon skill and a knowledge 

of industrial processes. As a sort of Justification of 

Coaentus, Stombaugh says: 

The development of the Junior high school 
has affected the organisation of work in grades 
seven to nine* The industrial arts work has 

5 ' 

ip A# Coraanius, School of Infancy, edited by W» S. 
ttearoa, pp. 44-48. * 

4 
S.S. Laurie, ££» olt». p. 139* 
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eom® to be raoognised a* a part of th# general 
educational program, and an effort has' b#@n made 
to meet the exploratory and general developmental 
objective* .5 

thus it is apparent that the purpose 'of eduoation 

whieh Comenius had in mind and the generally accepted evolv-

ing purpose of industrial arts- for today ra&k# ft decided 

point of contact* " 

Comenius bad formulatad other pedagogic principles 

which are ably set forth by Monroe* Ha notes that theft e 

hinta to teachers are of that class of truls® which is sal* 

dom kapt in mind firaly, and reference to which gives one 

tha idem that they are very new and modern, a few of than 

beings 

Ihinga are learned lay exsaaple* rulea, and 
- practice • . • . The second step must nevor be 
taken until tha first is learned| and the first '" 
Bt&p should b© repeated and assijailated with tha 
second step. * . • » W® should advane® from tha 
easy to tha more difficult, from tha near to the 
acre distant, and from tha aiaple to tha complex 
» * # • Proceed toward knowledge by tha precepfcion 
and understanding of objects presented to tha 
8W6i t tha la tar to the information of others 
about tha object* * * * * Retention will be umde 
easier by repetition, and tha recollection by tha 
association of preceived relations 

Within this group of fundamental thoughts m y ba da* 
* •* 

tested the principles of inter oat, visual aids# apperception, 

§ ' 
1« M, Stoabaugh, A Survey of Movement® Culminating 

» » » f» 3N 151• 
0. 
W# S. Monroe, Oomonlus and the Beginnings of Educational 

leform. pp* 138-141• 
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and inductive reasoning. The principles whioh Oomenius 

espoused, are, in the oaln, the underlying principles of 

*11 good systems of teachings namely, employment of apper* 

caption, a dependence upon induction, a stolet adhesion to 

step~by~8tep methods, the making of learning pleasant so 

that interest will 1# aroused, the careful gauging of in* 

struotion to the capacity of the pupil, a constant appeal 

to Mi# sens OS, and finally, ©neyel©p©dis», that is, the 

presentation to the pupil of tH varieties of knowledge at 

all periods of his advancement, suiting the complexity of 

the view to the age and capacity of the child* This final 

principle In accepted today, in general,-, only so far m to 

secure at ©very stage of the pupil*® development, an equal 

and steady advance of all Ms faculties ̂  

The concepts of visual aids Is contained in the fol-

lowing quotation from fhorndike: 

Young children rarely, if ever, learn well 
such things m how to hold a pen, or to cut or 
to Am by teeing told howj they have to be shown 
how, this does not mean that understanding what 
they are to do or even why this is the best way 
to do it is not valuable • • « • Such learning 
is valuable more for the knowledge it gives 
than for its direct influence in improving form* 
Imitation of a concrete model is necessary to m 
that end, at least with the majority of pupils# 

*7 * 
J • P» Herbert, Science of Hducatlon* p« 182 • 

,/ 8 
/r I# I** Thorndike, Principles of Teaching. pp« 219*221 • 
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Phrased somewhat differently but utilising slMlmr 

ideas, Comenius two and a half centuries ago itiSl 

A definite model of that which hat to be made 
must always- be provided# 

Hie models of the objects that hare to be pro-
dueed wit be as perfect as possible, so that If 
any exercise M M elf sufficiently in imitating them 
it will be possible for him to beeome perfect in 
• M s art* -

It is our with then that in each art complete 
and exact models ' or examples of everything that 
can be produced in that art be supplied to the 
student.** 

Having enunciated these principles or concepts, new to 

jaost of his contemporaries g Oomenius proceeded to the organ* 

1national details of his scheme* In his plan for the Infant 

school he adopts the idea of Bacon, that a little of every-

thing should be taught from the first. He develops thi* 

tentative notion, however,, into absolute encyclopedist. As 

this outline of the infant school is actually an epitome of 

his wain pansophio ideas t I»aurie will be quoted extensively? 

'In the infant school (which is the family) 
the elements have to be taught of everything 
necessary to the building up of the life of mn0 
and we shall show that this is possible by run-
ning over the different departments of knowledge •1 

Comenlus then demonstrates that the child acquires 
rudimentally a knowledge of Metaphysics • . • 
Physics • . • Optics . , « Astronomy . • * Geoia» 
©try » . . Statics . . * Mechanics • . . Maleetl© 
Grammar * * • Rhetoric • . # Poetry • # • Music 
• * • Morality • . • Religion.10 . \ 

ff* K^atlnge, ;<g£» S&k*? 159*170. 
in 
s. S. Laurie, John &m& Comenlus. Idfe and Educational 

Works. pp. 185 ©t set* ' — — 
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In the vernacular school, covering the years from six 

to twelve, the same encyclopedic plan in followed, tout con* 

trary to ©uatora, instruction was in the mother tongue» Be 

planned that it was to be pre-eminently a useful school, 

that all children should be taught, in these years, all •feftngia 

which would be of direet value in the actual business of life, 

H® realised* as too few of those concerned sine# in education 

have done, that this natter of the practical is a great ̂ ues** 

tion, which must be faced in the planning of all public 

schools. 

A* was mentioned in the previous chapter the euwieulum 

of the vernacular school prescribed such subjects as reading, 

writing, arithmetic, mensuration, geography, general history* 

rudimentary economies and political science, singing, ethica, 

and religion• Further, he felt that boys should have a gen* 

®ra* knowledge of the mechanical arts ao that they might be-

come acquainted with practical thinga and explore their 

apeeial aptitudes* Nunroe claims this to be the origin of 

manual training.11 

Comenius1 ̂  claim to acquire all knowledge wm impossible 

of fulfillment, and Monro# • iaplias that he had no such in-

tention when h® said: 

Ivea Coaenius recognised the futility of 
thoroughness in a wide range of instruction, and 

11 ~™~ r — " 7 : ^ 
p» Munroe, og* clt.« p. 74, 
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ho expresses willingness to bo s&tdsfleA If men 
too* th# principles, the causes, and the uses of 
all things in existence*,* It Is general culture 
* » * that he demanded. * 

At any rate the goal was worthy, n)d the means to attain 

pansophic knowledge is suamarised by Comenius with truth 

and brevity in this wanner* *$o secure a good education for 

a child, three thingsx are neeessary — good teaehers* good 

book®, good methods 

It U to the principle of method that attention is now 

directed* the class method of instruction was strongly ad-

vocated under the Russian aye tea of teaching industrial edu-

cation. Each member of the elass worked upon identical 

exercises, e&eh step being thoroughly demonstrated and eat* 

plained# All pupils theoretically progressed through the 

course at tile saae rate, Xo provision was 3»&e for Individual 

differences* On the other hand the sloyd system was the in-

dividual Method whereby each pupil was given instruction as 

•fee need arose, thus allowing the exercise of pupil initiative 

and Judgement, with progress at the rate edmensur&t® with 

their ability. The Method of the arts and crafts movement 

was influenced by both Russian and sloyd systems. At the 

present time the method of industrial arts seems to be 

18w. s • Monroe, goawiius ami the Begjjmitiiss of Mueii* 
tlonai Reform, pp. 88-89. ' . • 

15 ' 
S• 3, Jmurle. op. cit.f p. 192. 

* •mtmm mm/mmm * * 
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ahiefly Individual with the class method subordinated to 
14 

the individual method* 

Upon investigation it will tod noticed that Gomenius 

made frequent reference to the principle of individual dif-

fer snoaa r Hanus says that he "urged . « • fee correlation 

and coordination of the different subjects In the curriculum 

throughout the pupil *s entire caraer while taking due ac-

count of individual capacities and tastes •*3,B 

Three types of applications of method which are in 

current uee are the demonstration, the project, and problem-

solving* fhe method of instruction know as demonstration 

has also been called *the imitative method#" It is based 

upon the theory of imitation — that one will attempt to do 

what one ha® ssen others do# A clear statement of this by 

Bonner it as follow** 

Show the pupil how to do something by doing 
it in M s presence* Sspl&In to him 'every stop 
in the process which he does not already know. 
Tell hiia Why ev&pj step should be taken in a 
certain way, Explain any theory involved* an-
swer his ansationt* *£hm toll him to do it 
himself,16 

Comanius ua#s mueh the saiae language In the canons 

whieh h® set down with reference to method m applied to the 

u ' : ~~ 1 ~ " ' 
R* Stoabaugh, op* cit., pp» 162-63. 

15P» Hantxs, og. cit., p# 255, 
16 ' 
P« Q. Bonser, Llf« Meeds and Bducatlon. p# S. 
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arts in the great Didactic. Thorn which are particularly 

applicable ares 

The use of instruments should b# shown la * 
practice and not by words alone; that is to say, 
by axarople rather than by precept • 

Practice should coartence with the rudiments 
and not with ambitious work®* 

Baginn«ra should at first practice on a 
material that is familiar to them* 

At first the prescribed form should be Sal* 
tated with exactness• 

fhe first attempt at imitation should be as 
accurata as possible * * * 

Krrdra mmt be corrected by the master on 
the spot# # # 

fhe project method of instruction must now come under 

consideration# fhe teachers of sloyd selected various articles 

of use about the home or farm at models ©r projects for pupils 

to construct# and thus achieved the objective* of that type 
18 

of handwork • 

Coaenius began his canons with the following: 

Artisans do not detain their apprentice# with 
thecri^i*. but aet tliaa to practical work at an-
early agei thua they learn to forge by forging, -
to carve by carving . . . * In schools, therefore, 
let the students learn in this manner . . . and 
thoae whose effort® prove successful will ex> 
perience the truth of the proverbi "tfe give form 
t© ourselves and to our materials at tho same 
time.19 

It is not to be mistakenly assumed that Comenius was 

making a direct reference to industrial arts although It 
• ' J i n * i w m n l i i i i M r t n w n w t t M * M » * « » < M i | i | i r i * * i i w > i i ' i » p « w ' r r i r m i r t r , t ^ ' ' ' n " " " 1 i"' ^ " i > f f i i i ' < i i i r r t , i r r l i r ' i i " i i " " ' ' i i ' ' i i " ' , ^ | i r t i i M > r i , * & " ^ i l l l ' l i n l 1 1 l B m i i l W I I ' r t i W l ^ ' l " M f t l ' M I I I > * l l l l > * i < * 1 1 

17 , 
K. W. Keatinge, 0£. cit., pp. 169-170. 

18 
Bawden, Industrial 4rtg. in Modern education,. p» 38. 

1Q " ' 
K* !» Keatinge, ££» cit. p. 159. 
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could be plausible interpolated as such* There sesras to be 

"no indication that C he) had reached the point in hi® 

thinking where he would teach mechanical art# through stop* 

work Instruction is the awheel,*®® Apprenticeship was the 

method of teaching a handicraft then in vogue* 

Tha third a@tb.0-d, that of probela solving, is adequately 

presented by Parker in his diseusaion of "reflective think-

ing," Here on# s«es that the teaches* *• responsibility ia t© 

aaaiat students (l-J to define tha problem carefully and t© 

kaap it clearly in mind} (2) to ba far til a la auggeations by 

analysing tha problem and formulating dafinita hypotheses, 

or recalling general prineiplaa that applyf (&> to evaluate 

critically each sugges tlon presented and to verify thoaa 

which are tentatively accepted! and (4) to kaap tha think-

ing carefully organised by taking stock of progress mad#* 

With more specific reference to industrial arts# 

Selvidge has emphasized problam solving in this manner* 

Active mental effort Is needed by the pupil 
after he has some practice on the more fundamental 
and generally used operations • In the beginning 
the pupil should be assigned very simple Jobs re* 
fairing a relatively short time to complete and 
definitely within the capacity of the pupil »'. • • 
The pupil is than required to analyse the Job. 

®°C» A» Bennett* History of Manual and Industrial Edu-
cation Jg fo 1670, p. 58. ' ' 

fcl 
3. c . Parker, Methods of Teaching in gjqjbi School. 

p« 169* 
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He is to indioate the step# he will take to doing 
the job, as well as the order In which, he will 
perform them* This ability to analyse and. %©«*» 
plan represent* a high type of mental effort.** 

In discussing M s pansophie soheme Gomenius interjected 

the concept of problem solving'!n this manner* 

* » » * All occupations and studies have a plat® 
at each successive stage of progress, and are to 
fee' presented according to the same method' • * « * 
At the same time, the order of instruction !» 
subject to cortaln general laws} for in the 
younger classes w© have to appeal chiefly to th# 
senses, and to cultivate observation! and, as the 
pupils advance, we draw more on the activity of 
the memory, the intellect integer, and the power 
of expressing what is known**59 

Gomenius solved the problem of the immensity of his 

pansophie scheme by an appeal to method. He said, "Order 

is the soul of the worldj order sustains nature in all Its 

parts) order, too, is the eye of the world} from nature must 

be taken this order of the school,"^ Tm question of method 

he returns to again and again. It is his paramount doctrine* 

Monroe pays tribute to this great Moravian by saying? , 

For his strenuous advocacy of it (method) the 
world owes its chief debt to Gomenius . • * . i 'The 
Jesuits also taught order, but theirs is mot# like 
Comenlusf , , . ,He may have borrowed inspiration 
from them but he gave life to a principle which, 
in their Jg&nds, was wholly frailties#, if not per-
nicious *8S 

- »,>• „• „i„ 1 „.i * 

®%# w* Selvidge, Individual fostruetlon Sheets. pp* 90-97, 
• * 

" John Amos Comenlus, His Mf# and Educational 
Works, p# 193» 

^Ibld., p. 77. 

S * Monroe, Ooaenius and the Beginning of Sducational 
Reform, p* 150. 



GHAPTEK VI 

StflDEmi AID CONCLUSIOJf 

Comenius was ft good, simple man* Be lived ill a 

troubled worfcdf there were wars and mmom of w«rs§ ©Id 

rules of conduct and forms of belief were threatened 03? bro-

ken j men were both uplifted and bewildered by new knowledge 

which they did not know how to relate to what their fathers 

had known and frightened by new dangers, against which they 

seemed to haw inherited no safeguards nor could invent 

any. Instead of strife he wanted peace) instead of con-

fusion, order % he wanted to test new tilings by truths already 

tried and proven j old beliefs he wanted to enlarge and re* 

Interpret by using new discoveries) with growth, to control 

and direct it, he wanted a principle of unity. He wanted 

to make an intelligible whole of life and the world* 
s 

Before Comenius , no one had brought the mind of ft phil* 

osopher to bear practically on the subject of education* 
- «* ^ 

Montaigne, .Bacon, Hilton, had advanced principles, leaving 

others to apply them* A few able schoolmasters, as Ascham 

and latke, had investigated new methods, but had made success 

In teaching the test to which they appealed, rather then 

any abstract principle* 

M 
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It is an easy matter to pick holes in the theory of 

Coraenius whether one. regards him as a mystic theologian, a 

pans©phic philosopher, mv enthusiastic humanitarian, or an 

educational reformer* lapse of time ant the aeeuamlatian of 

experience have taught us that these are defect#J 

1* The Baconian dictum, "Knowledge is power* *• is false, 

or at least fallacious • Power lies in idea* and Ideal* and 

& vigoroua intelligence behind them* fhis Gomgniua did not 

see* 

2, The atind Is not built up by universal knowledge but 

by it# own energy and activity# 

•• 3. Literature { Including fee arts) is a most potent 

weapon in the hands of eduoators • Comenius m m an anti-

humanist — in the Renaissance meaning of the term in 

that he had very little conception of the aesthetic and • 

literary. 

4. He had no psychology to speak of and thus m m cent-* 

pelled to rely on analogy. 

In building up his textbooks Coaeniua forsook some-of 

the principles which he M w e l f formulated. It is said 

"• • * * hi# inability to properly digest M a own ideas and 

materials t and a certain whimsical temperament ct»Mn«4 

with the magnitude of the task of overthrowing suddenly the 

deep-laid system of his day, warped his well~coneeived plans 

in their execution.*^ 

v / i 

^Laurie* *The Place of -Comenius in the History of Edu-
cation, * Educational Review. Vol* III March, 1892), pp# 332 *13 « 
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Comenius » inspiring motive, like that of all leading 
0 

educationalists, wa« social regeneration* H# believed th&| 

this could be accomplished through the school* 1® lived 

under the hallucination teat by a proper arrangement of the 
#• »» 

subject matter- of instruction, and by a sound method, a cer-

tain oawsunity of thought and interest* would be established 

mcmg tlw young, which would result in social harmony and 

political settlement. 

Kara enters the idea of pmm&$$dMM* It was hi* idaa 

that it is, by knowledge we are what w© are and the mc&s&&rp 

conclusion of this would be, *tet all things be taught to 

all.* It is at this point that many will part company with 

Gmimtm* Saowledg® was confounded with wisdom. She mind 

stored with facta, ©van if these be ordered facts, will not 

necessarily fey much raised in the scale of humanity, Intel-

ligence wise* Wisdom is certainly not opposed to knowledge, 

but it depends more upon man1* power of discrimination, 
# 

combination, and imagination, than to the extent of his 

mental store of facts• 

Howeww?, it is on such enrldenee as has been previously 

presented that the claim of Comenius to be regarded &a the 

founder of modem educational theory is reared* On this 

point, and that he had b®m anticipated, he stands alone in 

bringing all together into one, connected, self-contained, 

and consistent system. As Compayre said, WH® determined. 
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nearly three hundred years ago, with an exactness that!' 
**• 

leaves nothing to be desired, the division of the dlfferieafc 

grades of instruction* He exactly defined some of the laws 

of the art of teaching, and he applied to .pedagogy, with 

remarkable insight, the principles of modern logic• 

It is in the department of method that we reeogpis* 

the ehief contribution to education* The mere atteapt to 

systematise' was a great advance. la seeking* however, for 

foundations m which to erect * coherent system# he had to 

content himself with principles which were vague and m * 

scientific* Modern psychology was in it® infancy, and Comenius 

had little mere than the generalizations of flat© and Aristotle 

to guide him. Xnt the department of knowledge, Cameniua rested 

M s method on the scholastic imxim9 "Wihil ©st in intellect* 

quod non prius fuerit in seamn (Hothing reaches the mind 

except through the senses}« fhls laaxim he enriched with 

Baconian induetion, although he understood it only in. a 

general my# It was chiefly, however, the Imagined harmony 

of physical and mental processes that yielded his method* 

He beliefed that the process#® of growth of external things 

had a close resemblance to the growth of the mind* Had he 

lived in these days • he would probably have endeavored to 

work out the details of bis method on a purely psychological 

basis} but in the existing state of psychology he had to 

Jg * '* 
G« Qofap^re# History of Pedagogy* p« 156.* 
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find another solution* The mode of demonstration which ha 

adopted was the analogical. It is capable of suggesting., 

a m If it do«e not furnish, any of the rule* of educational 

method* As little as Comenius understood psychology, at 

least in the modem use of that t era, he was all Ye to the 

faet that in childhood th© senses are keenest, and thut the 

line of least resistence In the acquisition of new impressions 

is through objects, pictures, and interesting verbal descrip-

tions is the mother tongue* 

Proa •the simple to the complex, from the particular to 

the general., the concrete before the abstract, and all, step 

by step *- these m m among his leading principles of method# 

But the most important of all his principles was derived 

from tii# maxim quoted above* fhe mere enumeration of these • 

few principles, even if w# drop out of eons 1 deration all M s 

other contributions to method, will satisfy any person fa-

miliar with the more recent treatises on Sdueation, that 

Comenius, even after giving his precursors their due, is to 

be regarded as the true founder of modern and that 

he anticipates Pestaloisi and all of th© ease school* 

Finally, Camenlus * views as to the inner organisation 

of a school were original, and have proved themselves in 

all essential;t respects correct* fh@ same may b# said of 

his sohea®. for a state system of schools* 

When we consider, then, that Comenius first formally 

and fully developed educational method, that he stood 'almost' 

\7 
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aim# in favor of luilwatl education, that the root idaaa 

of Froebel Ts kindergarten and tha g@n<ssls of tha arts and 

crafts in the school are found in his writinga, that ha in-

troducad important reforms into tho taaohing of languagas, 

that ha introducad into tha school* tha study of natura and 

gaography, and that he advocated with intelligence, axid not 

pu*«ly on sentimental grounds , a milder discipline, on® 1» 

justified in assigning to him a high, if not tha highaat, 

place among modern educational writers• 
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